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Abstract

The bubbled, popcorn or moth-eaten appearance of nuclei hampered
accurate microscopic evaluation of bone marrow and lymph node biopsies.
This artifact was also noticed in skin biopsies, but had little bearing on
diagnosis. All aspects of specimen handling processing and staining were
scrutinized and improved morphological detail was attained only after blocks
were recut and allowed to dry completely before staining.

Introduction
Turnaround time is an important facet of our quality improvement

plan. We constantly peruse ways to expedite results without compromising
quality, A common attempt to "cut corners" by some histology laboratories is
to shorten the drying time of slides between sectioning and staining. To
facilitate this, we increased the drying temperature from 60 degrees C to
70-80 degrees C and noticed the appearance of a nuclear artifact, primarily
in bone marrow and lymph node specimens, which hampered diagnosis.
Recuts of the same blocks had no nuclear artifact. We examined the
methodology of our workflow and realized recuts were dried differently than
initial sections and the problem was not the increased temperature, but the
length of time it took to completely remove the water layer between the
section and slide,

Materials and Methods

Bone marrow cores were fixed in B5 for 3-4 hours, washed in tap

water and deminerali2ed in RDO (APEX Engineering Products Corp,, Plain-
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field, IL). The fixed, demineralized specimens were held in running tap water until
they could be included in the overnight processing run along with B5 and formalin
fixed lymph nodes. The run included additional fixation in neutral buffered
formalin, dehydration through graded alcohol, clearing in xylene and infiltration in
Paraplast X-tra (Monoject Scientific, St. Louis, MO). Specimens were embedded
in Paraplast X-tra, cooled, and sectioned at 3 urn on either a Leitz 1512 or AO
820 microtome. Slides were dried for 30 minutes at 60 degrees.C and stained in
the usual manner. Our modification was to dry freshly cut sections for one hour
at 37 degrees C and then transfer to 60 degrees.C for 40 minutes before
staining1.

Results

Complete drying of sections consistently eliminated the bubble/popcom

artifact.

Discussion

Since the publication of the original article in 1990, we have made
improvements to our processing and staining protocols. Initial fixation and
demineralization remain the same. The processing run now includes additional
fixation in Penfix (Richard-Allan Scientific Kalamazoo, Ml) clearing in Clear Rite 3
(Richard-Allan Scientific, Kalamazoo, Ml), infiltration in Infiltration Medium
(Surgipath Medical Industries, Inc., Richmond, IL) and embedding in EM-40O
Embedding Medium (Surgipath Medical Industries, Inc., Richmond, !L), Drying
remains the same except that the acquisition of a new stainer (Jung Autostainer
XL, Leica, Inc., Deerfield, IL) which has a built-in dryer lengthens the drying time
to 10 minutes.

This subtle artifact remains overlooked by surgical pathologists, who are
less concerned with nuclear detail than hematopalhologists. In the past it went
unnoticed or acknowledged as a preprocessing handling problem.

Berard suggests that water is absorbed from the tissue float bath by nuclei
in freshly cut sections2, if the water is not evaporated completely by air drying or
slide dryer, distortion of nuclear detail will result. This explanation helped JS
solve the puzzle of artifact-free recuts: these recuts were performed by hls-
totechs later in the day, and slides were left to air dry longer than in the busy
morning.

The adjustment to the hematologic specimen protocol added slightly more
time to the process, but consistently artifact-free sections are well worth the effort,
ultimately improving the efficiency of the laboratory as well as the quality of the
work.

The sporadic appearance and limited importance of the artifact in surgical
pathology does not warrant a change in protocol for routine specimens, •
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